[Paraplegic cycling using functional electrical stimulation. Experimental and model-based study of power output].
Cycling using functional electrical stimulation offers paraplegics the possibility of muscle and cardiovascular training as well as the chance for independent locomotion. To investigate whether this method might be suitable for a large group of paraplegics, the first German feasibility study of functional electrical stimulation (FES) cycling with seven paraplegic patients was started at the beginning of 2003. Even at the beginning of the study, and without training, these patients were able to drive distances of 0.5-1.6 km. To stimulate cardiovascular adaptation processes in the case of FES ergometer training or to cover useful distances in the case of FES cycling, a minimum amount of generated mechanical output power is required, which as a rule cannot be achieved yet. In this study, we point out two particular aspects of FES cycling, which impair power output: prolonged fatigue mode and viscous joint friction of the paraplegic FES cyclist. We discuss current possibilities for increasing output power and endurance.